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Miners Say: “Trust Us.”
Cryptocurrency miners are flooding into Texas, drawn by a deregulated energy market and low
electricity rates. The industry promises that this influx is good for the state, because, it argues,
the miners will help stabilize the grid by increasing demand for renewable energy and acting as a
“battery,” instantly curtailing their energy consumption when other Texas consumers need it
most.
But an investigation by the Tech Transparency Project has found that bitcoin miners are adding
new strains to the state’s already fragile grid and cashing in on programs that allow big energy
consumers to resell power at a mark-up. The result: Miners are collecting millions of dollars
while ordinary Texans are footing the bill—and still have reasons to worry about whether the
state can keep the lights on.
A review of SEC filings, public utility commission records, industry publications, social media
posts, and data from the state’s energy authorities reveals how Texas cryptocurrency miners are
using long-term energy contracts and other market-distorting deals to position themselves as
powerful players in the Texas grid. They have effectively established themselves as “miniEnrons” in the middle of the state’s precarious power grid by locking in cheap wholesale energy
and reselling it at a premium when Texans are desperate to stay warm. These complex
agreements, brokered in secret with little public scrutiny, could cost Texans hundreds of millions
of dollars.
The review found that:
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•

Cryptocurrency miners in Texas hold long-term contracts that lock in deeply discounted
prices for electricity for as long as a decade. 1 These contracts ensure miners’ position on
the grid well beyond the point at which anyone can reasonably predict the value or
energy demand of mining bitcoin, holding the state hostage to forces beyond miners’ or
regulators’ control.

•

Programs that appear to be unique in the country allow miners to leverage their contracts
to resell electricity at massive mark-ups and collect millions of dollars in incentive
payments from the state grid operator.

•

Miners’ disclosures to shareholders make clear that they will resell energy when it is
more lucrative than mining bitcoin, positioning them to become energy traders if market
dynamics shift.2

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001167419/000107997321000745/ex99x1.htm
https://www.riotblockchain.com/investors/sec-filings/quarterly-reports/content/0001079973-21-001156/0001079973-21-001156.pdf
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•

Some miners already view themselves as energy traders. One bitcoin miner called his
company “An energy arbitrage operation disguised as a bitcoin mining company.” 3

•

According to a previously unreported SEC filing, one cryptocurrency miner resold
electricity valued at more than $125 million to the Texas grid during the damaging winter
storm that struck in February 2021. The state still owes the miner $86 million, with that
amount likely to be paid by ordinary utility customers.4

•

Texas also pays some bitcoin miners millions for their willingness to curtail their power
demand, whether they actually reduce their energy usage or not. According to one miner,
they only curtail their load 3% of the time that the state pays for their participation in the
program.5

•

Bitcoin miners may collect as much as $170 million a year from programs that pay large
energy consumers for their willingness to shut down.

•

Miners have proposed that Texas expand one program that pays miners to curtail their
energy use, potentially raising payments to the crypto industry under that program to
more than half a billion dollars a year.

•

Crypto advocates say Texas miners will “do the right thing” and decrease their electricity
consumption in times of need, even if it doesn’t align with their economic interests.6 In
communications with investors, mining companies appear more preoccupied with their
bottom line. One miner’s parent company tells shareholders it will “opportunistically sell
electricity” depending on the market price. 7

•

Texas’s reliance on the honor system leaves the state dependent on a range of obscure
actors, some with checkered pasts. The CEO of one Texas miner has faced extortion
charges and a 2017 lawsuit over more than $1.2 million in delinquent loans.8

•

Texas has allowed cleaner alternatives for grid stabilization, like battery projects, to
languish at the same time that it has welcomed bitcoin miners as a panacea to the state’s
energy reliability woes. Despite projections that the state would have more than 1,500
megawatts of battery capacity by the end of 2021, the Texas grid ended the year with 833
megawatts of installed capacity, barely more than half the projected level. 9

•

Under certain market conditions, some Texas crypto miners already make more from
energy arbitrage than from bitcoin mining, a TTP analysis shows. The structure of bitcoin
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https://twitter.com/alexanderliegl/status/1291395637318234112
https://seekingalpha.com/filing/5677790
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/03/winter-storm-descends-on-texas-bitcoin-miners-shut-off-to-protect-ercot.html
6 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-11-19/texas-plans-to-become-the-u-s-bitcoin-capital-can-its-grid-ercot-handle-it
7 https://www.riotblockchain.com/investors/sec-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001079973-21-000828/riot10qq2-0621.htm
8
Criminal charges retrieved from https://www.opso.us/index.php?option=com_wrapper&view=wrapper&Itemid=738
https://www.leagle.com/decision/inlaco20171228169
9 https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/as-texas-digs-out-plans-proceed-to-add-35-gw-of-solar-windcapacity-to-grid-62719521
Capacity Changes by Fuel Type Charts, December 2021, available at https://www.ercot.com/news/presentations
4
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virtually guarantees that mining will become less lucrative in the coming years, likely
making energy trading even more attractive.
Nearly two decades ago, Americans were outraged when recordings emerged of Enron traders
boasting about manipulating the energy market, stealing from California and gouging consumers,
who faced widespread blackouts.10 In one particularly shocking exchange, the traders joked
about stealing money from “Grandma Millie,” who “wants her [expletive] money back for all the
power you've charged for [expletive] $250 a megawatt hour.” 11
Today, crypto miners have essentially recreated this highly volatile system in Texas, with low,
long-term energy contracts and a perch on the electric grid that could allow them to decide where
electricity flows and how much it costs. A devastating heatwave that hit Texas in July 2022
underscored the stakes, as officials told Texans to prepare for rolling blackouts and the price of
energy soared to $5,000 per megawatt hour. 12
The weaknesses in Texas’s grid were revealed when Winter Storm Uri struck in February 2021,
throwing the state’s deregulated energy market into chaos. Demand for energy to heat homes and
businesses exceeded the available supply of electricity, forcing utilities to shut off power to
avoid catastrophic failure. 13 Millions of Texas residents lost power for days, and as many as 750
lost their lives.14
To incentivize energy providers to sell more electricity to the grid and encourage consumers to
conserve energy as much as possible, the Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUC) raised the
price of energy to $9,000 per megawatt hour.15 As ordinary Texans froze to death, the state’s
nascent cryptocurrency mining industry cashed in on the inflated electricity prices. Bitcoin
miners—who run collections of powerful computers that process bitcoin transactions in
exchange for a financial reward—powered down their data centers, selling electricity back to the
grid and collecting a bonus for doing so.
Even Texans who fared relatively well in the storm faced astronomical electric bills from heating
their homes during the unusual cold snap. Some utilities reportedly charged consumers more
than $2,000 a day.16 Two subsequent studies found that the PUC-imposed price was thousands of
dollars above what was needed to persuade power generators to sell more electricity during the
storm, resulting in $16 to $26 billion in excess charges to consumers. 17
In an echo of the famous “Grandma Millie” comments, one miner described soaring energy
prices during the Texas storm in 2021 as “excellent for bitcoin miners.”18
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https://www.nytimes.com/2004/06/13/weekinreview/word-for-word-energy-hogs-enron-traders-grandma-millie-making-like-bandits.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2004/06/13/weekinreview/word-for-word-energy-hogs-enron-traders-grandma-millie-making-like-bandits.html
12 https://www.newsweek.com/texas-power-outage-ercot-update-latest-1723362
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2022/07/13/ercot-issues-2nd-conservation-alert-this-week-amid-triple-digit-temperatures/
13 https://energy.utexas.edu/sites/default/files/UTAustin%20%282021%29%20EventsFebruary2021TexasBlackout%2020210714.pdf
14 https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/peteraldhous/texas-winter-storm-death-toll
15 http://www.puc.texas.gov/51617WinterERCOTOrder.pdf
16 https://www.npr.org/2021/02/22/970074424/why-some-texas-residents-now-face-huge-electricity-bills
17
https://interchange.puc.texas.gov/Documents/51617_10_1131376.PDF
https://interchange.puc.texas.gov/Documents/51812_61_1114183.PDF
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robertbryce/2021/06/11/texas-ratepayers-are-being-saddled-with-nearly-38-billion-in-excess-energy-costs-from-winterstorm-uri/?sh=131e3dd16785
18 https://twitter.com/McNamaraMT/status/1359905968583299073
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Bitcoin proponents tout the windfall as a success story, saying that the miners’ move to power
down operations during the crisis shows how the energy-intensive industry can help stabilize
fragile electrical grids. Texas Sen. Ted Cruz has parroted the industry line, saying that bitcoin
mines can act as a “battery,” consuming excess energy during periods of low demand and
releasing it during peak times.19
Cruz and other cryptocurrency partisans have also argued that miners’ ability to quickly ramp
energy consumption up or down means that the bitcoin industry can create new demand for
renewable energy sources that generate power intermittently, allowing for green infrastructure
development.
In reality, miners’ voracious appetite for energy has outpaced the development of renewable
energy facilities in Texas. Between 2020 and 2021, consumption of coal-powered energy
increased in Texas, mirroring trends in other states where the crypto mining industry revived
dying coal plants.20 Skeptics have pointed out that increasing the overall energy demand without
generating an economically useful product is a backward step. “One good thing about crypto
mining is it’s adding flexibility to the system,” a former ERCOT board member told the
Washington Post last year.21 “But the problem is it’s consuming real resources, doing a function
that has no value.”
The promise of increased grid flexibility may also prove to be empty. Bitcoin miners are far
more driven by profit than grid stabilization, and the vast majority of the energy they control can
only be curtailed on a voluntary basis. As the TTP analysis shows, changes to the economics of
bitcoin mining that are beyond the state’s control could change the calculus for miners, leaving
the state in the cold at the worst possible moment. Energy storage technologies that exist for the
sole purpose of providing flexibility, like batteries, do not carry the same risk. And large-scale
industrial batteries can store intermittently produced energy and release it during peak times
without consuming massive amounts of energy, as cryptocurrency miners do. 22 “Miners are a
strain on the grid, not a help,” one energy analyst said recently.23
Since Winter Storm Uri, more cryptocurrency miners have rushed into Texas. The state’s cheap
power and unique opportunities for energy arbitrage attracted many miners who fled China after
the country banned bitcoin mining in May 2021. 24 Bitcoin advocates predict that as much as 5
gigawatts of new mining capacity—enough electricity to power more than 5 million homes—
will come online in the next two years.25 Representatives of the Texas grid operator have said
that bitcoin miners’ footprint will grow even larger in the coming years, with an additional 25

19

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8NbFiqIf7yE&t=1156s
https://www.chron.com/politics/article/Texas-cryptocurrency-mining-Ted-Cruz-16571477.php
20 ERCOT fuel mix reports from 2020 and 2021, available at https://www.ercot.com/gridinfo/generation/
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2022/feb/18/bitcoin-miners-revive-fossil-fuel-plant-co2-emissions-soared
https://apnews.com/article/bitcoin-mining-new-york-power-plant-climate-change-516dbd319394a6a30f83d94947abad20
21 https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/07/08/bitcoin-mining-texas-electricity/
22
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/74426.pdf
23
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/12/04/bitcoin-miners-say-theyre-fixing-texas-electric-grid-ted-cruz-agrees.html
24 https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/power-guzzling-crypto-miners-racing-to-find-cheaper-energysources-65948976
25 https://www.bloombergquint.com/technology/texas-plans-to-become-the-u-s-bitcoin-capital-can-its-grid-ercot-handle-it
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gigawatts of mining demand coming online over the next decade.26 The 30 gigawatts of expected
additional demand would amount to more than 35% of the grid’s current capacity. 27
In July 2022, congressional investigators sounded the alarm about the growing burden that
cryptocurrency miners have placed on electrical grids across the country. 28 The investigation,
which surveyed seven top bitcoin miners, including four with operations in Texas, warned about
the energy and environmental problems posed by the industry. “Policymakers and the public do
not have a comprehensive source of information about where these operations are located, how
much energy they consume, and what their sources of energy are,” the lawmakers warned.
The precise details of most of the industry’s arrangements with the Energy Reliability Council of
Texas (ERCOT), the nonprofit that operates the state’s grid, remain largely shielded from public
view, as do the ways it brokered such a favorable environment in the state.
But it’s clear that the industry has made extraordinary inroads at ERCOT. In late 2021, the Texas
Blockchain Council said that that one of its top advisers, former U.S. Rep. Bill Flores, had been
named vice chairman of the ERCOT board.29 The next month, ERCOT’s CEO said he was “probitcoin” and backed the idea that bitcoin mining could help improve the stability of the Texas
grid.30
Cryptocurrency advocates have also recently stepped up their lobbying efforts in the state,
tapping well-connected allies who appear to have helped them advance their agenda. One leading
industry lobbyist worked for Texas Gov. Greg Abbott for several years, rising to a top job in his
administration—a relationship that crypto advocates appear to have used to secure at least one
meeting with the governor.31
At that meeting, in the fall of 2021, Abbott appeared to acknowledge that the miners have the
power to hold the state hostage. “Help me get through the winter,” he told industry leaders,
according to Bloomberg.32
Fortunately for Abbott, the price of bitcoin fell nearly 20% in January 2022, making it easier for
miners to power down when a winter storm hit in early February. 33 But even if it is in miners’
interest to curtail their operations, Texans will still pay a price. Cryptocurrency miners’ position
on the grid, which is locked in by long-term power supply contracts, adds unnecessary markups
to the state’s energy bills. Meanwhile, ERCOT has allowed actual battery projects—a cleaner,
less wasteful way to stabilize the grid—to languish.

26

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-04-27/crypto-miners-in-texas-will-need-more-power-than-houston?sref=VDXBDESF
https://www.ercot.com/files/docs/2021/11/19/SARA_Winter2021-22.pdf
28 https://www.nytimes.com/2022/07/15/climate/cryptocurrency-bitcoin-mining-electricity.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share
https://www.warren.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2022.07.15%20Letter%20to%20EPA%20and%20DOE%20Re%20Cryptomining%20Environmental%20Im
pacts.pdf
29 https://archive.ph/qxZtz
https://www.linkedin.com/in/billflorescpa/
30 https://finance.yahoo.com/news/m-pro-bitcoin-says-ercot-151103090.html
https://agenda.friscotexas.gov/OnBaseAgendaOnline/Meetings/ViewMeeting?id=4212&doctype=1
31
https://www.linkedin.com/in/reed-clay-90495110/
https://twitter.com/txblockchain1/status/1449159178686189574
32 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-01-27/texas-governor-eyes-bitcoin-mining-to-fortify-the-electric-grid?sref=VDXBDESF
33 https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/03/winter-storm-descends-on-texas-bitcoin-miners-shut-off-to-protect-ercot.html
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The grid operator may be beginning to realize the danger of its big bet on crypto. In late March
2022, worried that more energy demand from cryptocurrency miners in Texas could overwhelm
the grid, ERCOT said it would require large miners to get permission from the state before they
connect to the grid.34
That increased demand, coupled with unpredictable weather patterns and cryptocurrency market
fluctuations, could spell disaster for Texans. All of the new bitcoin miners guzzling Texas’s
cheap power are subject to market factors beyond their control. If the price of the cryptocurrency
soars, Texas will have to pay miners more to sell power the next time a natural disaster strikes.
Conversely, if the price of bitcoin remains stagnant or declines as mining becomes more
difficult, the state could be stuck with a coterie of mini-Enrons adding unnecessary mark-ups to
Texans’ energy bills.

34

https://www.ercot.com/services/comm/mkt_notices/detail?id=fc84b65f-72fe-4704-9974-b52974cdb81e
https://www.dallasnews.com/business/energy/2022/03/30/texas-now-requiring-crypto-miners-to-seek-approval-to-energize-before-plugging-into-grid/
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Cryptocurrency Mining Comes Home to the Range
Cryptocurrency miners have rushed to Texas over the past two years.
In late 2019, with bitcoin prices on the rise, Chinese crypto miner Bitmain delivered on a longdelayed mining facility in Rockdale, about 60 miles east of Austin.35 Whinstone US, a new data
center company run by a Louisiana family, announced plans to open the world’s largest
cryptocurrency mining facility in Rockdale a week later, with an incentive package from local
development officials that included tax abatements.36
Layer1, a crypto mining startup funded
by billionaire bitcoin investor Peter
Thiel, soon followed, launching its first
miners in West Texas in early 2020.37
UK-based Argo Blockchain also bought
land in West Texas with the intention of
opening a mining facility.38 German
bitcoin miner Northern Data AG
acquired the Whinstone facility in early
2020, citing its potential to become “the
world’s leading blockchain
infrastructure company.”39 In early
2021, as bitcoin prices surged past their
previous highs, publicly traded mining
giant Riot Blockchain acquired
Whinstone from Northern Data,
promising to expand its capacity.40
The growth of Texas’s crypto industry
soared in the middle of 2021. In May,
China’s State Council banned
cryptocurrency mining and trading in
the country, sending large mining
operations overseas.41 Many Chinese
miners—who made up half of all bitcoin
mining worldwide at the start of 2021—
flocked to the United States,
concentrating in regulation-averse

A Voracious Appetite for Electricity
Cryptocurrencies like bitcoin rely on a “distributed ledger”
that runs on powerful computers all over the world. When
someone buys or sells bitcoin, the computers in this network
solve computationally intensive cryptographic puzzles in
order to validate a “block” of 1,000 to 3,000 transactions.
The miner that solves the puzzle first receives a “block
reward” of a set number of bitcoins—currently 6.25 bitcoin.
Miners that are slower to solve the puzzle receive nothing.
The block reward decreases by half after every 210,000
worldwide bitcoin transactions, about once every four years.
Cryptocurrency mining consumes an enormous amount of
energy. Some commentators have jokingly likened the
practice to leaving a car idling in order to produce solved
sudoku puzzles. Even using the most efficient computing
equipment on the market, it takes more than 86,000 kilowatt
hours of electricity for a miner to earn a single bitcoin. The
same amount of energy could power a standard home clothes
dryer continuously for 643 days. If you used that dryer for
six hours a week rather than running it continuously, it
would take about 50 years to use the same amount of energy.
Cryptocurrency also uses far more energy than other
financial instruments. Mining a single bitcoin has the same
carbon footprint as processing more than 2 million Visa
transactions.

35

https://www.wired.com/story/hard-luck-texas-town-bet-bitcoin-lost
https://blog.bitmain.com/en/bitmain-fulfils-commitment-to-rockdale-texas-with-launch-of-cryptocurrency-mining-farm-to-construct-50mw-facility/
36 https://www.rockdalemdd.org/news/whinstone-us-breaks-ground-build-world%E2%80%99s-largest-bitcoin-mining-facility-rockdale-texas,
37
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/post/56337/peter-thiel-texas-bitcoin-mine-goes-live
38
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/argo-blockchain-purchases-land-texas-125000148.html
39 https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2020-02-10/dgap-news-northern-data-to-successfully-merge-with-whinstone-us
40 https://www.riotblockchain.com/news-media/press-releases/detail/104/riot-to-acquire-whinstone-creating-a-us-based-industry
41 https://ccaf.io/cbeci/mining_map
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Texas.42 By June 2021, some analysts
estimated that the U.S. was the world
leader in bitcoin mining, responsible for
35% of world’s mining activity, up from
less than 5% at the start of the previous
year.43
In some respects, Texas is a
counterintuitive choice for bitcoin
mining. The state’s hot, often humid
weather means that miners need to
expend more energy cooling the
computers that validate cryptocurrency
transactions.44 The state is also prone to
natural disasters that could affect
“uptime” for mining operations; if
miners lose access to power and the
internet, they can’t mine bitcoin.45 And
as Winter Storm Uri showed in February
2021, Texas’s grid is fragile and prone
to failure in the face of unanticipated
spikes in demand.46

Bitcoin mining is energy intensive by design. A pitch deck
for Riot Blockchain, the owner of the largest cryptocurrency
mining operation in Texas, frames crypto mining’s massive
electricity consumption as an advantage, because it
ostensibly makes tampering with the system prohibitively
costly. The former CEO of another Texas-based bitcoin
mining company, Layer1, put it even more succinctly:
“Bitcoin Mining converts electricity into money,” he
tweeted.

By its own admission, the operator of
the Texas grid remains unprepared to
In January 2022, Sen. Elizabeth Warren and several of her
47
congressional colleagues wrote to the CEO of Riot
handle demand spikes. The Energy
Blockchain and five other crypto mining companies, raising
Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT),
concerns about “the extraordinarily high energy usage and
the nonprofit that operates the state’s
carbon emissions” stemming from their activities. In
grid, based its estimate for the highest
particular, Warren sought details about “the impact their
possible demand in 2022 on temperature
operations may have on climate change, the local
data from 2011, not more recent weather
environment, and the cost of electricity for retail
patterns that take climate change into
consumers.”
account.48 And ERCOT’s estimated
peak demand for 2022 is nearly 6%
49
lower than the amount of power that it says Texans
consumed
during
February
2021.and
In January
2022, Sen.
Elizabeth
Warren
several of
her congressional colleagues wrote to the CEO of Riot
Blockchain and five other crypto mining companies,
raising concerns about “the extraordinarily high energy
usage and carbon emissions” stemming from their
42 https://restofworld.org/2021/bitcoin-miners-china-texas/
activities. In particular, Warren sought details about “the
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-58414555
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/15/chinas-bitcoin-miner-exodus-.html impact their operations may have on climate change, the
https://www.thepaper.cn/newsDetail_forward_13436998
local environment, and the cost of electricity for retail
43 https://ccaf.io/cbeci/mining_map
44 https://www.wired.com/story/hard-luck-texas-town-bet-bitcoin-lost/
consumers.”
45
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1167419/000107997321000426/ex99x3.htm
https://www.texastribune.org/2021/03/29/texas-power-outage-ERCOT/
47
https://www.kcentv.com/article/weather/governor-abbott-to-hold-press-conference-in-austin/500-6249b374-7fe6-49d0-a21c-ce118327d849
48 https://www.ercot.com/files/docs/2021/11/19/SARA_Winter2021-22.pdf
49 https://www.ercot.com/files/docs/2021/11/19/SARA_Winter2021-22.pdf
https://twitter.com/douglewinenergy/status/1462181634376142854
46
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“Put simply: there is zero margin for error on the ERCOT grid.”

Outside experts say the problem could be even worse. Researchers at Texas A&M University
estimate that demand during Winter Storm Uri reached 82 gigawatts, considerably higher than
what ERCOT reported.50 The researchers also found that demand can easily approach the
maximum supply of energy that ERCOT can marshal from all available sources. If demand
increases beyond that or a handful of power-generating facilities fail, as they did during Winter
Storm Uri, Texans could lose power.
“Put simply: there is zero margin for error on the ERCOT grid,” one of the Texas A&M
researchers tweeted in September 2021.51
But the same factors that make the Texas grid vulnerable to disruption are also the main
incentives luring bitcoin miners to the state. Texas has an independent and deregulated power
grid that operates outside the jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.52
Deregulation and state’s abundant supply of oil, gas, and wind usually keep energy prices in
Texas low, a boon for crypto miners, whose single biggest expense is electricity.53 Industrial
energy customers in Texas pay $1.20 less per megawatt hour than the national average. 54
While energy prices in Texas are lower on average, the state’s hands-off approach means that
prices can fluctuate wildly, leading to unexpected price spikes for consumers and small
businesses. But unfettered competition among utility companies means that Texas bitcoin
miners, like other industrial users in the state, can avoid price uncertainty by securing fixed-rate
wholesale power supply agreements that allow them to purchase energy for far less than
residential or small business customers.55 And, as discussed in greater detail below, ERCOT
allows miners to resell that discounted power for huge profits.
Regulatory Capture
Cryptocurrency miners also benefit from close ties with public officials in Texas. The Texas
Blockchain Council, an industry association launched in November 2020, has forged close
relationships with key state officials in its short tenure.56 The council lists many major miners
and mining service companies like Whinstone, Core Scientific, Argo Blockchain, and Lancium
as “strategic partners.”57

50

https://eartharxiv.org/repository/view/2694/
https://twitter.com/AndrewDessler/status/1439349709647319045
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/21/us/texas-electricity-ercot-blackouts.html
https://www.ferc.gov/industries-data/electric/electric-power-markets/ercot
53 https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2019/10/22/why-bitmain-is-building-the-worlds-largest-bitcoin-mine-in-rural-texas/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/02/27/905626/how-texass-wind-boom-has-spawned-a-bitcoin-mining-rush/
54
https://siteselection.com/issues/2018/sep/blockchain-with-a-texas-twang.cfm
55
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/aug/17/bitcoin-cryptocurrency-mining-texas
56 https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/texas-blockchain-council-launches-to-make-texas-a-leader-in-blockchain-innovation-301168332.html,
https://texasblockchaincouncil.org/about
57 https://texasblockchaincouncil.org/membership-login#myaccount
51
52
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Members of the council met with Gov. Greg Abbott in July 2021 to discuss making Texas “the
Mecca for Bitcoin mining.”58 The day after the meeting, one of the attendees, the CEO of bitcoin
mining company Rhodium Enterprises, made a $25,000 contribution to the governor. 59

Texas Gov. Greg Abbott hosted the Texas Blockchain Council at the governor's mansion in October 2021.

At a meeting with the Blockchain Council in October 2021, Abbott reportedly impressed upon
miners that his political fate was in their hands.60 “Help me get through the winter” he pleaded,
according to Bloomberg.61 After the meeting, the governor tweeted, “soon we will be #1 for
blockchain and cryptocurrency.”62
The TBC’s primary lobbyist, Reed Clay, worked for Abbott for several years, eventually
becoming his chief operating officer. 63 He left that position in late 2018, but retains close ties to
the governor’s office, with the TBC crediting him for arranging the fall 2021 reception with
Abbott.64

58

https://twitter.com/txblockchain1/status/1418254748759871488
Texas Ethics Commission, report #100846880
60 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-01-27/texas-governor-eyes-bitcoin-mining-to-fortify-the-electric-grid?sref=VDXBDESF
61 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-01-27/texas-governor-eyes-bitcoin-mining-to-fortify-the-electric-grid?sref=VDXBDESF
62 https://twitter.com/txblockchain1
https://twitter.com/GregAbbott_TX/status/1449392437906980871
https://twitter.com/txblockchain1/status/1449159178686189574
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The CEO of bitcoin mining company Rhodium Enterprises made a $25,000 contribution to Texas Gov. Greg Abbott a day
after meeting with the governor in July 2021.

Efforts to court Abbott have paid off for crypto miners. The governor has adopted the industry
position that bitcoin mining can help stabilize the grid by incentivizing new power generation
and curtailing demand during grid emergencies. 65 Abbott has also steered the state away from
battery technologies that provide a cleaner path to achieving the same goals.66
In February 2022, the crypto industry repaid Abbott with an endorsement from the Texas
Blockchain Council.67 In a video accompanying the announcement, TBC president Lee Bratcher
said, “Governor Abbott understands that overregulation and increased taxation can cripple a
growing economy.”68
The industry has also made inroads with ERCOT. Cryptocurrency mining executives met with
ERCOT representatives in Austin in January 2020. 69 In November 2021, the Texas Blockchain
Council announced that its advisory director, former congressman Bill Flores, had joined the
ERCOT board of directors and was named vice chairman. 70 Flores’ LinkedIn profile indicates
that he continues to serve as an adviser to the TBC, concurrently with his ERCOT service.71 The
month after Flores’ appointment, the ERCOT CEO declared himself to be “pro-bitcoin” and
endorsed the idea that bitcoin mining could help solve Texas’s grid stability woes. 72
TBC’s Bratcher also spoke at the 2022 ERCOT market summit in late February 2022, alongside
an executive from bitcoin mining company Core Scientific. 73
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The Texas Two-Step
Cheap power, sparse regulations, and friendly lawmakers are key to Texas’s bitcoin boom. But
programs that allow miners to make millions through what is essentially energy trading may be
even more important to miners, whose only obligation is to shareholders. And while industrial
energy consumers in Texas have long participated in programs that compensate them for selling
unused power during periods of high demand, the crypto calculation is different. Past
participants’ obligation to produce goods and services prevented them from exploiting the
arrangement for energy arbitrage. But cryptocurrency miners, whose sole “product” is money,
face no such constraints.
Energy arbitrage can be enormously profitable for bitcoin miners, some of whom collect nearly a
third of their revenue by exploiting their position on the power grid.74 Some Texas crypto miners
have wholesale power supply agreements that fix the price that they pay for electricity for as
long as a decade. For example, SEC filings reveal that Whinstone’s power supply agreement,
which transferred to Riot Blockchain upon the company’s acquisition, sets the price the miner
pays for power until 2030.75 Rhodium, another miner that recently filed to go public, has a
similar deal in Texas.76

While Texas crypto miners are making millions, consumers are footing the bill.

There are two ways that Texas bitcoin miners cash in on these contracts—and some of them are
doing both. First, they can resell energy when demand is high. ERCOT allows almost anyone to
sell energy directly back into the grid. 77 Bitcoin miners who have locked in low prices through
long-term wholesale electricity contracts can take advantage of spikes in the spot price of energy
by reselling electricity at a mark-up.78 That means that miners can buy electricity for $10-$30 per
megawatt hour and resell the same unit of energy for hundreds, or even thousands of dollars.
Second, miners can get paid directly for acting as a “load resource” that will curtail demand
when ERCOT calls on them to do so. Critically, these programs, which compensate miners
whether ERCOT needs them to curtail their energy use or not, can pay out even when miners
operate at full capacity.
“They can get paid to use power, and that’s why they’re coming to the state,” the ERCOT CEO
said in December 2021.79
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These programs cost Texans millions. ERCOT pays a premium for power sold back to the grid,
and these so-called “ancillary services” fees get passed on to consumers through their energy
bills.80 According to one crypto analyst, bitcoin miners who resell power can collect about $8 per
megawatt hour, and miners that allow ERCOT to control their energy usage directly can make as
much as $20 per megawatt hour.81 Winter Storm Uri drove these payments even higher. 82
Texas’s total payment to companies providing ancillary services topped $2.5 billion last year.83 It
is impossible to know how much of this went to bitcoin miners, but the total could be in the tens
of millions.

“The consumer pays for everybody else’s mistakes.”

When the state pays companies to release more energy into the grid, consumers often foot the
bill.84 As one former Texas PUC lawyer put it, “the consumer pays for everybody else’s
mistakes.”85 Experts say consumers will end up paying for the millions of dollars that ERCOT
paid to companies like Whinstone to stabilize the grid during Winter Storm Uri. As one analyst
told the Dallas Morning News:
For decades, policymakers kept saying that the great thing about a competitive market
was that all of the risks would be borne by generators instead of ratepayers. But when it
came down to it, unsurprisingly, end use customers were left holding the bag. 86
To be sure, Bitcoin miners are not the only large consumers of energy to take advantage of
Texas’s unusual energy market. Industrial customers like Formosa Plastics, located between
Houston and San Antonio, have long participated in ERCOT’s load resource programs.87 Other
data center operators, like Google, have begun to tweak their operations to consume cheap
energy when it is abundant and curtail usage when demand is high.88
Crypto evangelists sometimes argue that bitcoin mining is uniquely flexible—and therefore a
reliable source of emergency electricity—because miners don’t face the losses that other
companies might from powering down their data centers. “Imagine how much you would have to
pay Amazon to say, ‘Hey, there’s too much demand for power. Please power down your data
center,’” one crypto investor told CNBC. “But it can do that with bitcoin very easily, because all
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you have to do is pay the miners slightly more than what they would have made mining for
bitcoin that hour.”89

“You can take the power that you agreed to buy at a fixed lower price, and
then you can sell that back to the grid.”

Bitcoin miners appear to be agnostic about whether they make money from crypto mining or
energy arbitrage. Whinstone’s contracts with miners that rent space in its facilities stipulate that
the firm will resell energy when it is more economically advantageous than selling bitcoin,
pledging to give them some of the proceeds in exchange.90 Its parent company’s disclosures to
shareholders say the Whinstone facility will “opportunistically sell electricity back to ERCOT”
rather than powering bitcoin miners, depending on the market price for energy in Texas.91
The details of ERCOT’s payments to
cryptocurrency miners and other
companies that release energy into the
grid are kept secret by the companies
and the state. Even researchers funded
by the Public Utility Commission
(PUC) to study the effects of Winter
Storm Uri on the power grid were
constrained by confidentiality
agreements that hid the identities of
load resource program participants and
information about how much they
were paid.92 According to the
researchers, this secrecy means “a full
understanding of the hedging positions
and out-of-market contractual
agreements among ERCOT market
participants will probably never be
known.”93
Documents on file with ERCOT,
obtained via public records request,
reveal that crypto miners register with
ERCOT via third-party contract

The False Promise of the Crypto “Battery”
Bitcoin evangelists argue that the industry’s ability to quickly
curtail energy demand is a silver bullet for stabilizing the
Texas grid. But they neglect to mention other, cleaner
methods of stabilizing energy consumption. Data from
ERCOT show that Texas’s love affair with bitcoin may be
displacing cleaner and less costly options for grid stability.
According to its proponents, bitcoin mining acts as a
“battery,” consuming excess energy when demand is low and
curtailing use when demand is high. They also argue that
bitcoin mining’s massive energy needs incentivize power
generators to make more electricity available, which could
alleviate the next energy crisis.
Cryptocurrency evangelists are also quick to tout the potential
of mining to generate more demand for renewables, but their
outsized electricity needs far outpace the availability of clean
energy. Bitcoin mining, proponents argue, can use up “extra”
renewable energy, clearing the path for more renewable
resources to come online. But there is little evidence that
crypto mining actually incentivizes the development of new
renewable resources, and mining facilities are just as likely to
keep dirty fuel sources afloat. In upstate New York, a bitcoin
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management companies, further
obscuring the nature of their
arrangement with the grid operator.
This secrecy makes it impossible to
know exactly how much money bitcoin
miners have extracted from the state of
Texas. But SEC filings, PUC and
ERCOT documents, litigation, and
statements to the press provide some
insight into the big business of energy
arbitrage for Texas’s crypto industry.
Energy Resale
SEC filings reveal that cryptocurrency
miners often hold long-term contracts
for preferential energy pricing that
allow them to pay pennies on the dollar
for electricity—and lock in those rates
for up to a decade. When demand is
high, they can choose to halt mining
operations and sell energy back to the
grid at a massive mark-up, reaping
profits as high as 700% on the sale of
each megawatt.94 They can earn a
premium for reselling energy when
demand is high, making the effective
profit higher than the market price for
electricity.95
As the CEO of Riot Blockchain put it,
“you essentially own that power, and
that allows you to work like a virtual
power plant. You can take the power
that you agreed to buy at a fixed lower
price, and then you can sell that back to
the grid.”96

mining operation used up all of the available hydro power,
raising prices for other consumers and necessitating a new
fossil fuel-burning power plant to meet demand.
And in Texas, the state has opposed the creation of new
renewable power sources at the same time that it has
welcomed bitcoin miners as partners in the state’s energy
transition. In the summer of 2021, the state enacted a law
blocking a massive wind farm over concerns that its Chinese
owner presented a threat to the security of the state’s electrical
grid. The law, which blocks power generators from certain
countries from accessing the ERCOT grid, went in to effect
that the same time that Chinese bitcoin miners were rushing to
set up shop in Texas. Some Chinese miners sought to house
their mining equipment in existing data centers like the one
owned by Whinstone. Others, like Bit Mining Limited, set up
their own facilities, evidently unaffected by the legislation.
Bitcoin proponents also argue that increased demand is the
only way to deal with excess supply intermittently generated
by renewable sources. To be sure, timely consumption is
essential to any electrical grid, particularly ones that rely on
renewable sources that generate power intermittently, like
solar and wind. Electrical grids lack capacity to store surplus
supply. But batteries and water-pumping storage technology
allow energy providers to store excess energy for use during
future demand spikes without significantly increasing strain
on the grid.
In a December 2020 report, ERCOT noted that there were a
number of battery projects waiting to be connected to its
system. But public records show that ERCOT has been slow
to connect battery storage. In February 2021, ERCOT
estimated that cumulative battery capacity would reach more
than 1,500 megawatts by the end of the year. An assessment
published in January 2022 revealed that the Texas grid ended
2021 with just 833 megawatts of installed battery capacity—a
gap that has not been previously reported.
The state’s love affair with bitcoin could be to blame. In April
2021, one battery company, HGP Storage, asked the Texas
PUC to investigate whether cryptocurrency miners crowd out
physical energy storage providers and increase prices for other
market participants.

Reselling energy makes the most sense
for bitcoin miners when electricity
prices are high and consumers are
getting squeezed. Days before Winter
Storm Uri left hundreds dead and 4.5 million Texans without power, the CEO of Lancium, a
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company that helps bitcoin miners monetize their energy contracts, proclaimed rising weekahead energy prices “excellent for bitcoin miners.”97
Even brief price spikes can spell big profits for miners and other participants in the state’s energy
resale program. Companies that sell power in Texas make about 15% of their annual revenue
during periods when the price of energy is at its highest, according to one market analyst.98
Public records show just how profitable energy
resale has been for crypto companies in Texas.
According to a previously unreported SEC
filing, cryptocurrency miner Whinstone, now
owned by Riot Blockchain, resold electricity to
the Texas grid during Winter Storm Uri that
was valued at $125.1 million.99 ERCOT
remains $86 million in debt to Whinstone. 100
The grid operator appears to be struggling to
pay off that debt: Another Riot Blockchain
filing states that ERCOT’s ability to repay
$26.3 million of what it owes Whinstone is
“contingent upon ERCOT being able to collect
additional amounts owed from its other
customers.”101
In June 2021, Abbott signed legislation that
obligated ratepayers to foot the bill for
One bitcoin miner celebrated soaring energy prices in February
corporate debts incurred during Winter Storm
2021, as Winter Storm Uri wreaked havoc on the Texas grid.
Uri, which means ordinary Texans will likely
be on the hook for the millions that Whinstone
is owed.102 ERCOT will credit the remaining $59.7 million to the Whinstone facility’s energy
bills, according to the filing, locking Texans into subsidizing the bitcoin miner for months or
years to come.103
ERCOT’s debt to Whinstone is so valuable that Riot Blockchain made the price of its Whinstone
acquisition contingent on the Rockdale facility extracting repayment from the grid operator. 104 In
an SEC filing, Riot Blockchain disclosed that those ERCOT credits represented nearly 43% of
all identifiable assets that Whinstone had at the time of its acquisition, a detail that has not been
previously reported.105
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Even during less dramatic disruptions to the energy market, arbitrage can be profitable. SEC
filings indicate that the Whinstone facility in Rockdale made $9 million from energy resale in
2020, and about $3.7 million by selling energy back to ERCOT during the three summer months
of 2021.106
Powering Down
Texas crypto miners can also collect millions by committing to allow ERCOT to power down
some or all of their machines at its discretion. A pilot program introduced in 2020 allows
ERCOT to directly control the amount of energy that cryptocurrency mines and other data
centers use. Cryptocurrency miners registered as “controllable load resources” install special
software that allows ERCOT to directly curtail their energy usage as needed. 107
In exchange, the state pays the miners for the opportunity costs associated with powering down,
whether it actually needs the energy or not. One cryptocurrency miner that participates in the
load resource program estimates that ERCOT only curtails their energy use for five to 10 hours a
month.108 The rest of the time, miners collect payments from ERCOT even as they keep
consuming power. This program has proven lucrative for bitcoin miners like Peter Thiel-backed
Layer1. As one observer noted:
The best part, they get paid whether a grid emergeny (sic) occurs or not. Just for their
willingness to shut [down] Bitcoin production, Layer1 collects an annual premium
equating to $19 per megawatt hour of their expected power demand—or about $17
million.109
Cryptocurrency miners have estimated that participating in the ERCOT load resource program
can reduce their already-low energy costs by 50%-75%, bringing their effective payment per
kilowatt hour down to just a tenth of what residential customers pay to heat their homes.110
ERCOT doesn’t disclose the identities of program participants, but a recent document prepared
by an ERCOT task force reveals that eight data centers participate in the program.111 To date,
most of the participants appear to be cryptocurrency miners. 112
The eight data centers have subjected a combined 750 megawatts to the grid operator’s control,
according to the ERCOT document. If these operators earn $19 per megawatt hour for
participating in the program, as Layer1 says it does, ERCOT may currently be paying
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participating miners a total of nearly $125 million a year.113 Several data miners have proposed
adding another 2.6 gigawatts (2600 megawatts) of power to the controllable load resource
program, which could raise ERCOT’s total payments to participating miners to more than half a
billion dollars a year.114
An additional 14 data centers have committed 650 megawatts of power to another ERCOT
program that allows for less direct manipulation by the grid operator.115 According to one study,
they can expect to earn about $8 per megawatt hour from the grid operator, which would mean
that ERCOT pays miners in this program as much as $45.5 million per year.116
Whinstone, which appears to make the bulk of its money in the energy market through the resale
program discussed above, also joined the controllable load resource pilot program in 2021, and
touted its involvement as an example of corporate social responsibility. 117 But the company only
subjected a small fraction of its current mining capacity—8 megawatts of its current 300
megawatt capacity—to the program’s software, and it has not announced plans to expand its
participation in the program.118
The program’s growth could be slowed by intellectual property disputes. In 2020, Lancium—
which claims its West Texas site was the first in the world with the technology to allow a grid
operator to control a data center’s power usage—sued Layer1 for patent infringement after media
reported on Layer1’s lucrative side business.119 Lancium alleged that the software Layer1 used to
communicate with ERCOT infringed on its patent for a similar technology. The companies
settled the case with Layer1 agreeing to license Lancium’s technology. 120 Whinstone’s load
resource pilot program also relies on Lancium software.121
Lancium’s success in inserting itself in the ERCOT program may stem, at least in part, to its
close ties to the grid operator. A filing with the Texas PUC reveals that the CEO of Lancium is a
member of the ERCOT “innovation caucus.”122
Despite the slow start, Lancium envisions a massive increase in the number and capacity of
cryptocurrency miners that participate in the ERCOT program. In 2021, the company
commissioned a white paper to study the effects of adding 5000 megawatts of flexible electricity
to the Texas grid in the form of cryptocurrency mining operations. 123 Other bitcoin miners are
also eager for a piece of the pie. A representative of Bitstream Mining, which announced a new
mining facility in San Antonio in September 2021, said the company planned to participate in the
load resource program.124
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Gambling on the Future
Bitcoin mining is already a bad deal for Texas consumers. But the recent influx of miners to the
state, and their opportunities for energy arbitrage that could bring in millions in profit, mean
ordinary Texans could face even greater instability and higher electricity bills in the future.
Miners sit on the state’s fragile grid, driving up demand and energy prices while displacing more
productive consumers of energy. According to one recent study of upstate New York, the
increased demand from bitcoin mining drove household energy costs up by $165 million per
year.125 In Texas, crypto miners send prices even higher by positioning themselves as miniEnrons, buying up huge blocks of energy at a discount and then reselling it or extracting
payments from the state to not use it. 126
While miners have become increasingly important players in the Texas grid, key factors
affecting their decisions to hoard or sell electricity remain outside of policymakers’ purview.
Cryptocurrency miners like Whinstone and Lancium say they engage in energy arbitrage when it
is more profitable than mining bitcoin.127 But by miners’ own admission, the profitability of
bitcoin mining depends on several factors beyond their control, including the value of bitcoin,
transaction fees, the block reward, and how many other miners are on the network.128

An SEC filing from Riot Blockchain spells out the many factors that affect the profitability of bitcoin mining.
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No matter which direction these indicators move, the outcome could spell trouble for Texans. If
energy arbitrage becomes more lucrative than mining operations, crypto miners may become
full-time energy traders, adding an unnecessary markup for Texas consumers when they need
electricity the most. Conversely, if bitcoin mining is more lucrative than reselling energy or
participating in other ERCOT programs, miners have no incentive to shut down and will
continue to burden the state’s fragile grid, at the risk of pushing it to a breaking point.
The Enron Scenario
If bitcoin mining is no longer consistently profitable relative to energy resale, miners could pivot
to a new business model, effectively running energy arbitrage schemes and passing unnecessary
markups and new risks on to Texas consumers.
In the early 2000s, energy arbitrage schemes by companies like the disgraced Houston-based
energy trader Enron led to rolling blackouts in California. 129 Some of the practices that landed
Enron in hot water, like taking payments from the state to conserve energy that it didn’t intend to
use and buying cheap energy to resell when demand spiked, are eerily similar to bitcoin miners’
practices in Texas. 130
Some Texas bitcoin miners appear to embrace energy trading as part of their core business
model. Days after Layer1 granted ERCOT control over some of its power usage, the company’s
then-CEO, Alex Liegel, appeared to suggest that his company was “An energy arbitrage
operation disguised as a bitcoin mining company.” 131 Lancium, the bitcoin miner that holds the
patent for software that allows data centers to interface with ERCOT, recently hired a former
energy trader as its vice president of asset optimization.132
When the value of bitcoin falls, as it did at the beginning of 2022, energy arbitrage becomes
more attractive than mining, especially for miners with long-term wholesale energy contracts. As
a winter storm closed in on Texas in early February, bitcoin miners in the state bragged that they
were powering down to “help stabilize the grid.”133
In fact, the move was a no-brainer from a financial perspective. The value of bitcoin had fallen
nearly 19% between January 1 and February 1. 134 At the same time, the storm drove the spot
price of energy over $250 in some parts of Texas, meaning that miners could cash in on their
energy contracts.135 As one observer put it as the storm closed in, “Shoutout to those West Texas
Bitcoin miners who will make more money as a swing power producer in the next 72 hours than
the will all year mining Bitcoin.”136
And it doesn’t necessarily take a major weather event to tip the scales in favor of arbitrage over
mining. Take, for example, one of the most energy-efficient mining computers on the market and
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the model preferred by big miners like Whinstone, an Antminer S19 Pro.137 According to a TTP
analysis, at the 2021 average bitcoin price and difficulty, a miner paying $30 per megawatt hour,
the average wholesale contract price in the ERCOT market, would make about $28 per day from
a single Antminer in its facility. 138 At this profitability, the miner would make more money
turning the machine off and selling the 78 kilowatt hours of electricity that an Antminer
consumes each day any time the price of electricity on the ERCOT market exceeds $397 per
megawatt hour.139 The price of electricity surpassed $397 in Texas on 72 days in 2021, nearly
one in five days of the year.140
“Shoutout to those West Texas Bitcoin miners who will make more money as a
swing power producer in the next 72 hours than the will all year mining
Bitcoin.”

Plummeting bitcoin prices make energy resale more attractive to miners. On July 15, 2022, when
the price of the cryptocurrency hovered just under $21,000, an Antminer S19 Pro would have
turned a profit of about $8 a day.141 At this profitability, miners could make more money by
turning off their machines any time the price of energy exceeds $135 per megawatt hour. 142
There is reason to believe that bitcoin mining could soon become even less profitable, making
energy trading even more attractive to miners. The “block reward,” or payment for validating
bitcoin transactions, diminishes by half roughly every four years, and will hit zero around
2040.143 While some crypto evangelists speculate that transaction fees will eventually supplant
the block reward to incentivize the miners’ work, very high transaction fees will reduce the
incentive to pay for things with bitcoin, amounting to less work for the miners. 144At the same
time, mining bitcoin is becoming more difficult. As more people try to mine bitcoin, the number
of computationally intensive calculations that each miner must do to win a bitcoin increases. 145
One mining services company predicts that the total payout for each exahash—a quintillion
“hashes,” or alphanumeric codes analyzed by bitcoin miners—will fall from $3.62 today to $0.27
by 2030, even if bitcoin more than triples in value from its price at the end of 2021. 146 And a
growing chorus of economists and investors warn that the value of the currency could move in
the opposite direction when the speculative bubble surrounding bitcoin bursts.147
If bitcoin mining becomes unprofitable, it is unlikely that switching to another cryptocurrency
would prove more lucrative than energy arbitrage for Texas miners. The computers used for
137
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industrial-scale bitcoin mining are tailored to decode a certain kind of cryptographic algorithm,
so switching from bitcoin to another currency would require new equipment.148 And Ethereum,
the next most widely adopted blockchain technology, is moving to a new transaction model that
would make large warehouses full of mining computers obsolete. 149 Bitcoin is the preferred
cryptocurrency among corporate miners precisely because the currency is most lucrative when
mined at massive scale. 150
Bitcoin miners’ long term power supply contracts lock in their energy prices far beyond the point
at which anyone could reasonably predict the value of bitcoin mining. Between now and 2030,
when Whinstone’s energy contract expires, the bitcoin block reward will be cut in half twice.151
That could leave mining companies with years’ worth of cheap power that could be more
lucratively put to use through energy trading than through cryptocurrency mining.
Bitcoin miners getting into the energy trading business could cost Texans by adding an
unnecessary markup to their energy bills. According to one firm that helps companies monetize
their wholesale electricity contracts, participants in ERCOT’s load resource program can earn up
to $100,000 per megawatt-year.152 If Texas adds 5,000 megawatts of bitcoin mining to its load
resource program, as envisioned by Lancium, it could cost the state half a billion dollars
annually.153
Most of this spending would be unnecessary. One miner recently told CNBC that ERCOT only
asks current program participants to curtail their energy use 3% of the time. 154 The rest of the
time, the state is paying the miners for power that it doesn’t need or use.
Cryptocurrency mining also has the potential to drive up prices by artificially increasing market
demand.155 As one former ERCOT board member put it, “One good thing about crypto mining is
it’s adding flexibility to the system… but the problem is it’s consuming real resources, doing a
function that has no value.”156 By adding demand to the system, crypto miners also ensure the
continued need for programs that pay them to curtail their energy usage.
The Keep Mining Scenario
If the amount miners can make from mining bitcoin increases, ERCOT could be forced to pay
even more for their cooperation, giving miners an even tighter stranglehold on the Texas grid
when disaster strikes.
New pricing rules implemented in the aftermath of Winter Storm Uri are already changing the
energy resale calculation for bitcoin miners. At one point during February 2021, the wholesale
market price of electricity in Texas exceeded $25,000 per megawatt hour.157 It was only later that
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ERCOT capped the maximum price at $9,000 per megawatt hour.158 In late November 2021, the
Texas PUC announced that it would further reduce the maximum rate that consumers can be
charged for energy from $9,000 to $5,000 per megawatt hour, decreasing the reward for energy
resale.159
Bitcoin miners also have long-term incentives to keep their servers running. The same miners
that promise local officials they will turn off their machines during high demand periods tout
“maximum uptime” to their investors.160
If neither the market price for electricity nor incentive payments from ERCOT can persuade
miners to halt operations during periods of peak demand, they are likely to keep their computers
running, pushing the fragile Texas grid past its breaking point. In the words of one energy
analyst, “Miners are a strain on the grid, not a help.”161
There will be even more cryptocurrency mining demand on the ERCOT grid the next time Texas
experiences an energy crisis. Since Winter Storm Uri, crypto companies have announced plans to
develop at least 3,000 megawatts of new bitcoin mining capacity in Texas.162 These new projects
are likely a fraction of what’s to come. In November 2021, the president of the Texas Blockchain
Council told Bloomberg that he expected up to 5,000 megawatts of new demand from
cryptocurrency miners in the state over the next two years.163 A recent SEC filing by Riot
Blockchain hinted at plans to further expand the Whinstone facility to 1.5 gigawatts of mining
capacity in Texas, using enough energy to power more than a million homes.164

“Miners are a strain on the grid, not a help.”

Some lawmakers and industry insiders say that miners will regulate their electricity consumption
to counterbalance demand even when it doesn’t align with their economic incentives out of a
sense of corporate social responsibility. 165 Despite his company’s pledge to investors that it will
“opportunistically sell electricity back to ERCOT” when it is financially advantageous to do so,
Whinstone CEO Chad Harris insists that his company curtails energy usage even when it is less
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lucrative than bitcoin mining.166 Whinstone does this, Harris says, because it is a “good corporate
citizen.”167
The CEO of a company that helps large electricity consumers like crypto miners optimize their
energy contracts told Bloomberg in November 2021 that mining companies “will do the right
thing, unregulated or not” in order to prove their value to the grid. 168
But by relying on miners to
voluntarily do the right thing,
ERCOT has put itself at the mercy
of little known actors, some with a
checkered history. Whinstone’s
Harris, for example faced a 2017
lawsuit over more than $1.2
million in delinquent loans to a
now-defunct garden supply
business and, according to a public
records database, had nearly
$94,000 in unpaid taxes as of
2016.169 Harris also appears to
have been charged with extortion,
Chad Harris and his son, Ashton, run the Whinstone facility in Rockdale,
intimidation, and resisting arrest
Texas.
when he was 26.170 His son,
Ashton, who was 22 when he was
sent to Rockdale to negotiate a deal for the family’s nascent data center company, had registered
the company less than a year earlier after dropping out of his freshman year of college. 171 Ashton
Harris is now the CTO of Whinstone US.172 Whinstone’s third co-founder, a former CrossFit
gym owner named Lyle Theriot, is now the company’s COO.173
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Methodological Note: Calculating the “Turn-Off” Point for an S19
Antminer
We used the following standard formula to calculate an individual miner’s one-day
profitability:174
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

[(𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ) × 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑛 × (𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 + 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑠) ×
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦] − [𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 ×
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑡 × 24 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠]
Note that this is nearly identical to Riot Blockchain’s annualized profitability calculations
included as an image in this report. We do not include sunk costs like equipment and corporate
expenses when considering the spot profitability of mining vs. turning off machines.
Citations for components of this equation
•

The hashrate for the Antminer S19 Pro is 110 terahash per second, which is 0.00011
exahash per second.175

•

The 2021 network hashrate was 175 exahash per second176

•

The mean price of bitcoin in 2021 was $47,273 177

•

The current bitcoin block reward is 6.25 bitcoin178

•

As of Feb. 2021, average transaction fees were about 1 bitcoin per block179

•

The total number of blocks mined a day network-wide is 144, a number that is fixed in
the bitcoin code.180

•

The Antminer S19 Pro consumes 3250 watts per hour181

•

The average miner in Texas pays a fixed energy price of $0.03 per kilowatt hour, which
equals $30 per megawatt hour or $0.00003 per watt hour182
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Profitability Calculation
[(

0.00011
175

) × 47,423 × (6.25 + 1) × 144] − [3250 × 0.00003 × 24 ]

= 31.02 − 2.34
= 𝟐𝟖. 𝟔𝟖 𝒑𝒆𝒓 𝒅𝒂𝒚

Turn-Off Point Calculation
Per the above, we know that the miner consumes 3250 watts per hour, or 3.25 kilowatts per hour.
Therefore, an Antminer consumer 78 kilowatt hours of electricity each day:
3.25 × 24 = 78
So, to find the turn-off point, or the point at which energy resale is more valuable to the miner
than mining bitcoin, the equation is:
𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 < 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒 or 31.02 < 78𝑥, where x is the market price per
kilowatt hour.183
We solve for x using simple algebra:
31.02
78

<𝑥

𝟎. 𝟑𝟗𝟕 < 𝒙
1000 kilowatts is equal to 1 megawatt, so $0.397 per kilowatt hour = $397 per megawatt hour.

183

Miners pay $0.03 per kilowatt hour used whether they mine it or resell it, so we can disregard the energy cost part of the mining profitability equation.
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